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Abstract 
In this paper, we give the following result: Let G be a 2-connected graph of order PZ> 13 
and nd2az - 3, where 02 = min{d(u) + d(u): uz’.$E(G)}. If the set of claw-centers of G is 
independent, then either G is hamiltonian or G belongs to three classes of exceptional graphs. 
The bound n <202 - 3 is sharp. 
1. Introduction and notation 
In this paper, we will consider only finite, undirected graphs, without loops or 
multiple edges. We use the notation and terminology in [3]. In addition, if G is a 
graph, we denote by V(G) the vertex set of G, by E(G) the edge set of G. For any 
a E V(G), A (I V(G), B 2 V(G) - A and any subgraph H of G, we put 
NH(U) = {CE V(H): utl~E(G)}, dfr(a) = INH(U 
NH(A) = U NH(v), EH(A,B) = {uuEE(H): UEA and UEB}, 
I: tA 
and N(a) = Nc(a),d(u) = &(a). If A is a subgraph of G, we set NH(A) = N( V(A)). 
In a graph G, the subgraph induced by A c V(G) will be denoted by G[A]. If c’ = 
cic2 ” cpcl is a cycle, we let C[ci,c;], for i # j, be the subpath cic,+i c;, and 
c[<,, ci] = c,c,i-i . cl, where the indices are taken modulo p. We will consider C[ci, (;] 
and c[c,,c,] both as paths and as vertex sets. For any i, we put c: = c’[+j.(‘, = 
+-I - c,-I,C; 
-1 
- cl+/>ci = ci-1 for any 122 and for any set A C V(C), A+ = {u’ : a E 
A}, A- = {u- : SEA}, A+’ = {a+‘: UEA}, A-’ = {a-‘: UEA}. We will use similar 
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definitions for a path. A graph is said to be claw-free (or Ki,s-free) if it does not 
contain a copy of KQ as an induced subgraph. Moreover, we denote by n the order 
of graph G, by 6(G) the minimum degree of graph G, and by crk( G) the minimum of 
degree sum of k independent vertices in G. 
A conjecture of Matthews and Sumner is one of the most interesting problems in 
claw-free hamiltonian graphs. 
Conjecture 1 (Matthews and Sumner [IO]). Every 4-connected claw-free graph is 
hamiltonian. 
In recent years, there have been a lot of results dealing with claw-free hamiltonian 
graphs. The following results due to Matthews and Sumner and Zhang, respectively, 
are important development in the area. 
Theorem 2 (Matthews and Sumner [I 11). Zf G is a 2-connected claw-free graph of 
order n such that 6(G)> i(n - 2), then G is hamiltonian. 
Theorem 3 (Zhang [12]). Zf G is a k-connected (k >2) claw-free graph of order n 
such that ok+l(G) an - k, then G is hamiltonian. 
Let FI, F2 and Fs be the classes of graphs defined as follows: if G is in F,, 
then G can be decomposed into three vertex disjoint subgraphs Gi, G2, G3 such that 
V(G) = lJbi V(Gi) and Eo(V(Gi), V(Gj)) = {uiuj,uiUj}, 1 <i < j<3, where ui,ui E 
V(Gi),(ui # ui),l<i63. If G is in F 2, then there exist two vertices u and v such 
that G - {u,v} can be decomposed into three vertex disjoint subgraphs Gi, G2, G3 
such that V(G) - {u,u} = Ufzl V(Gi) and Eo(V(Gi), V(Gj)) = 8,l <i < j<3. If 
G is in F3, then there exists one vertex u such that G - {u} can be decomposed 
into three vertex disjoint subgraphs Gi, Ga, Gs such that V(G) - {u} = UT=, V(Gi) 
and Eo(V(Gi), V(Gj)) = {UiVj}, 1 <i < j63, where t+, E V(G,), 1 <p<3. Let F := 
FI UF2 uF3. 
The bound for the minimum degree 6(G) in Theorem 2 can be reduced to in for 
most of 2-connected claw-free graphs of order n. In [7], we have got the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4 (Li [7]). Zf G is a 2-connected claw-free graphs of order n such that 
G@ Fl and a(G)2 in, then G is hamiltonian. The bound in is sharp. 
The sharpness of the theorem can be shown by the following class J of graphs: if 
G is in J, it contains four cliques Gi, G2, G3, and G4 of order 6 + 1 such that V(G) = 
IJf=, V(Gi), V(Gi)nV(cj) = 0, V(Gi)nV(Gd) = {ui}, and Z%(V(Gi), V(Gj)) = {uinj}, 
and EG(V(Gi)-{ui}, V(G4)-{ui}) = 0, w h ere Ui, vi E V(Gi), for any 1 d i, j d 3, i # j. 
The graphs in J are 2-connected, claw-free, nonhamiltonian, of order 46 + 1 and are 
not in F1 unless 6 = 2. 
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It is conjectured in [7] that except for several classes of graphs, the bound for 6(G) 
may go down to i(n + c), for some constant c. 
On the other hand, it is also interesting to investigate some classes of graphs which 
do not contain ‘too many’ claws. We say that a graph G is almost claw-free if the 
centers of induced claws are independent and their neighbourhoods are 2-dominated. 
More precisely, G is almost claw-free if there is an (possibly empty) independent set 
A c V(G) such that a(G[N(x)])<2 for x $A and y(G[N(x)])<2 < x(G[N(x)]) for 
.X E A, where x is the independence number and 1/ the size of a minimum dominating 
set. Then we have two results due to Broersma et al. 
Theorem 5 (Broersma et al. [4]). rf G 1s a 2-connected almost claw-free gruph of 
order n such that 6(G) 2 f(n - 2) then G is humiltonian. 
Theorem 6 (Broersma et al. [4]). rf G . IS a 2-connected almost claw-free graph of 
order n such that ox(G) 2 n, then G is hamiltonian. 
They also conjectured that the bound for the degree sum in Theorem 6 may be 
reduced to n - 2. 
It is clear that the class of graphs in which the set of claw centers is independent, 
contains all claw-free graphs and also all almost claw-free graphs. 
In [9], Li and Tian solved the conjecture by showing the following. 
Theorem 7 (Li and Tian [9]). Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n (n 3 117) 
such that 03(G) 3 n - 2. If the set of claw-centers of G is independent, then either G 
is hamiltonian or GE F2 u F3. The bound n - 2 is sharp. 
In [8], we have 
Theorem 8 (Li et al. [8]). Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n and n <46(G)-3. 
If the set of claw centers of G is independent, then either G is hamiltonian or GE F. 
The bound n <46(G) - 3 is sharp. 
In this paper we will prove the following result which implies Theorems 1, 4, 5 
and 8. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n 3 13 and n <2al(G) - 3. If’ the 
set of claw-centers of G is independent, then either G is hamiltonian or GE F. The 
bound n <202(G) - 3 is sharp. 
The sharpness of the bound n d 2a2( G) - 3 in Theorem 9 can be seen from the graph 
G in which there is some vertex x such that d(x) = n - 1 and G - {x} contains four 
complete subgraphs Gt , G2, Gs and Gd of order 6 and such that for 1 d i, j < 3, i # j, 
(1) V(G,) n V(G4) = {Ui}, for some vertex u;, 
(2) UG,) n VG,) = 0, 
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(3) EG(V(G~) - {Q}, V(Gi) - {%}> = 0, and 
(4) EG(V(Gi), V(q)) = {‘Jiuj}. 
The graph G is 2-connected, nonhamiltonian, of order 46 - 2 with one claw center 
x and rr~(G) = 26. 
2. Proof of Theorem 9 
We will use the following theorem of Bermond and a lemma of Jackson et al. 
Theorem 10 (Bermond [2]). If G is a 2-connected graph then G is either hamiltonian 
or has a cycle of length at least az(G). 
Lemma 1 (Jackson et al. [2]). Let D be a connected graph such that for every longest 
path P, the sum of the degrees of the two endvertices of P is at least IV(P)1 + 1. 
Then D is Hamilton-connected. 
Suppose that G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 9 and is not hamiltonian. Let 
c = CICZ” . cpcl be a longest cycle in G and H a component of G-C. By Theorem 10, 
p3~2(G). Since n>13, az(G)38. 
Let Q = {UE V(G): u is a claw center}, which by the condition of the theorem, is 
an independent set. For any two vertices x and y in NC(H), let xHy denote a path 
between x and y with all internal vertices in H. 
Claim 1 (Li [7]). For any u$! V(C), I{x~Nc(u): x+x-@E(G)}162. 
It is clear by the maximality of C that 
y+y- EE(G) for each ygNc(H) - Sz. 
For any yi, y2 67%(H), if yFy2, y,‘y, E&G) then the cycle 
Y~HYzY:C[Y:~ ) Y221Y2Y2+C[Y2+2~ YrlYI 
is longer than C. It follows that 
I{Y:Y~>Y~+Y;] nE(G)lGl and I{Y~Y~,Y~Y~} n&G)/ <l. (1) 
Assume that NC(H) = {yl, ~2,. . . , y,} = Y and set Si = c[yi+i, y’] (indices mod 
s). A vertex u E Si is insertible if there exist vertices v, v+ E V(C) - Si such that 
uu, UV+ EE(G). We denote the first noninsertible vertex occurring on Si = c[yi+i, y’] 
by ai. For the existence of ai, the reader may refer to [l]. It is easy to see the following. 
Claim 2. (1) aiaj @E(G) and N(ai) n N(aj) n (V(G) - V(C)) = 0 for i # j. 
(2) rf uEN(ai) n N(aj), then U+U- @E(G). 
(3) N(ai) n [(Y - Q) U V(H)] = 8, i = 1,2,. . ,s. 
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Claim 3. Zf u EN(q) n N(q), then u E Q ~lnd IN(q) n N(q)1 62. 
Proof. If u E N(ai) n N(aj), then by Claim 2, u E V(C) and u+u- $ E(G). By the 
definition of a;, u E l2. Since uuI, uaj E E(G), ai,ai 4 52. For Q is an independent set, 
we could deduce that IN(Q) n N(q)\ ~2. 0 
Claim 4. ) Y( = J&(H)1 = 2. 
Proof. By the 2-connectedness of G, 1YI 32. Suppose that (YI 23. Let UE V(H), then 
by Claims 2, 3 and the fact that ~Jv(u,) n iJ 62, we have that 
n 3 d(a1) + d(Q) + 4a3) - 4 + /{4,u2,a3}( + IV(H)1 + k(u) - 2 
3 d(a1) + d(a2) + d(a3) - 3 + &(u) + 1 + &(u> 
3 h(G) - 2, 
a contradiction. D 
Let IV(H)1 = h. 
Claim 5. H is Hamilton-connected. 
Proof. First, we show the following. 
Subclaim 1. H does not contain a path Q[ql,qr] = qlq2. q,. with two non-adjucent 
1jertice.s qij qi E Q[ql, qvl, (i # 3, such that qly1,qTy2 EE(G) and &(qi) + &(q,)G 
lQCa>qrll. 
Otherwise, consider the cycle Ct = _YIQ[~I,~~]~~C[JJ~,~~ 1~1. Then we get that 
ICCv~,y~ll~lQ[ql,qrll. Similarly, l~~~~,~~ll3lQ~q~,~~ll. Thus, n331Q[ql,qrll + 
233(dH(qi) + dH(q,)) + 2>3(d(qi) + d(qj) - 4) + 233cz(G) - 1032~~2(G) - 2, a 
contradiction. 
Now suppose that H is not Hamilton-connected. By Lemma 1, there is a longest 
path P = uIu2~~~u,,, of H, ~133, such that 
Clearly, hfn - IV(C)(<O~(G) - 3. 
(i) UILL, @E(G). Then ham>dH(ul) + dH(u,)>ol(G) - (&(uI) + dc(u,)). We 
have that dc(ul) + dc(u,) 33. By Claim 4, without loss of generality, assume that 
utyr, umy2 E E(G). Thus, P[ut, urn], ut and u, contradict Subclaim 1. 
(ii) ulu,~E(G). Let Cl:= PU{utu,}. If Ct is not a hamiltonian cycle in H, since 
H is connected, there is some vertex u* E V(H) - V(P) which is adjacent to some u,. 
Then the path u*Uiui+t . . . U,U~U~ . . IA-~ is longer than P, a contradiction. Hence, Cr 
is hamiltonian in H. 
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By the well-known result: if 02(G) > ] V(G)1 + 1 then G is Hamilton-connected, there 
exist two vertices wi, 142 E V(H) such that wi w2 $E(G) and 
&(Wl > + 4f(w2 16 A. (2) 
By Subclaim 1 and by (2), we have the following. 
Subclaim 2. H contains no hamiltonian path joining z E No and z’ E No, 
(z # z’). 
Notice that dc(wl)+d~(wZ)~~2(G)-(dH(wl)+dH(w2))~~~(G)-hh3. We may 
assume that yi ~Nc(wi) n Nc(w2) and y2 ENC(WZ). 
Consider the vertices w: and wz (according to the cyclic direction of Cl in H). 
By Subclaim 2, we have wcyz $ E and wZ+yi $! E, that is w: # ~2, w2f # wi and 
dc(wF)+dc(w:)<2. On the other hand, we have w:wz gE and dH(wr)+dH(w;)<h, 
since otherwise we can get a hamiltonian path of H joining wi and ~2, contrary to 
Subclaim 2. It leads to dc(w:) + dc(wl) > o2 - (dH(wT) + dH(wz)) 2 02 - h > 3, a 
contradiction. 
The proof of Claim 5 is complete. 0 
By Claim 4, h > d(w) - 1 for any w E V(H). By Claim 5 and the 2-connectedness of 
G, we may denote by yiHy2 the path between yi and y2 with V(yiHy2) - { yi, yz} = 
V(H). 
Claim 6. V(G) = V(C) U V(H). 
Proof. Otherwise, let H’ be a component of G- V(C)- V(H) and w’ E V(H’). Denote 
h’ = IV(H’)I. By Claim 4, (N&H’)1 = 2, thus $(n + 3)6az(G)bd(w) + d(w’)bh + 
h’ + 2, (V(C)1 + h + h’ + 362h + 2h’ + 4. Hence IV(C)(<h + h’ + 1. On the other 
hand, since H, H’ are Hamilton-connected by Claim 5, we have (V(C)] b2h + 2 and 
I V(C)1 32h’ + 2. Thus, 1 V(C)1 3 h + h’ + 2, a contradiction. 0 
Now we choose the longest cycle C and the component H of G - C such that 
I V(H)( is as large as possible. 
Claim 7. 
&&{y;, y,'}, c[YT2,Y221) = 0, &({yT, y;),c[Yzf2~Y121) = 8. 
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that N(yr) n C[yT2, yy2] # 0. Let x E 
C[yF2, yy2] n N( y; ), and al be the first non-insertible vertex in c[y;,x+]. Obviously, 
al exists. Moreover, N(y;) n C[ai, y;] = 0 and N(x-) n C[ai, y;] = 8. 
(a) ds, (ai ) + &, (x- ) < ISi I. M oreover, the equality implies that ai y: EE(G). 
(a.1) We show that dcrv++,,(ul) + d,[,++,(x-)< IC[yjt,u~]l and moreover, the 
equality implies that al y: GE(G). In fact, if urn fl C[x,u~] then U’ $! N(x-). 
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Otherwise the cycle obtained by inserting the vertices of C[at, y;] into 
,v*Hy, c[yrV]V+c[V+2, a&z[t!-.x]y,C[y;2, Y2] 
is longer than C, a contradiction. Thus, 
Nc,x.t71-_l(u~ ) n N&Y u-1 (x-)=0. , , 
Similarly, 
Now, it is easy to see that (a. 1) holds. 
(a.2) Since N(x-) n C[at, y;] = 0, we have 
d c,+;,(al) + d,,,-&-) = d,,,; ,&al )G lC[a? ~211. 
(a.1) and (a.2) give (a). 
(b) If 2; E N(a,) n C[yg, y;] then u+,zl+’ $ N(x-). Since ulyl @ E(G),a # y, . 
Denote by po the first vertex in N(v) fl C[y;,ul]. 
(b.1) If c+ E N(x-), then the cycle obtained by inserting the vertices of c[y,, pc] 
into yzHylC[y~,x-]v+C[v+2, y;]xC[~+, po]v~[v-, y2] is longer than C, a contradic- 
tion. 
(b.2) If t’+’ E N(x-), then let C’ be the cycle obtained by inserting the vertices of 
T[y;, p,‘] into y2HyI C[y~,x-]~+~C[u+~, y;]xC[x+, p~]uC[v-, ~21. We may assume 
that N(c+)rl C[ui, y;] = 0, otherwise, similarly to (b.1) we get a cycle longer than C. 
Thus, V(C’) = (V(C) - {u’}) u V(H). By the maximality of C, we have that h = 1 
and C’ is also a longest cycle. By the choice of C and H, we get d(w) = d(u’) = 2 
and hence crl(G) < 4, which is impossible since n >, 13. 
Now we consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: N(x-) n C[yl, y;] = 0. Let u1 be the last vertex of N(ui) n C[y2, y;],(if 
N(Q) n C[Y~,Y;I f 0); or ui = y2 (if N(ui) n C[y2,y;] = 0). 
(i) IC[uT, y;]l3 h + 1. If no vertex of c[y;, ui ) is inserted into pairs of vertices 
in c[u,, y;], let C’ be the cycle obtained by inserting the vertices of C[y;,u:] into 
y2HytC[y~,ul]urC[u;, ~21. By (C’I d (Cl, we have [C[U:, y,]( ah. If there is some 
vertex of C[y;,ul) that is inserted into pairs of vertices in c[ur, yc], let 61 be the 
first vertex of C[y;,ui ) which is joined to some vertex, say ~2, of C[UI, y;]. Sim- 
ilarly, denote by C’ the cycle obtained by inserting the vertices of c[y,, b;] into 
y2Hy1 C[_Y~,~~]U~?[U;, ~21. By JC’J ,< /Cl, we have /C[U,‘, y;]) ah. 
If IC[uz, y;]l = h then C’ is also a longest cycle. Denote by H’ the compo- 
nent of G - C’ containing C[z.$,y;]. Thus, either lH’\ > JHJ or JH’/ = JHl and 
INp( 3 l{yl,u~,x}( 33, which contradicts Claim 4. 
Hence, lC[uT,y;]] 2 lC[u~,y;]l>h + 1. 
(ii) By (b) and the non-insertibility of al, there are at least (N(ul) n C[~~,UI]\ - 1 
vertices in V(C) - C[uT, y;], which are not in N(ui) U N(x-). 
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Let w be a vertex in H. Thus by Claim 6, (a), (i) and (ii), we get 
202(G) - 3 an 
a 2h + 1 + I{.Yl)l + (4T[y~,a&l) + 4Y[y;,,,]W)) 
+ (dc,a;,y;,(al) + &,,:,y;, W)) + l(Jqx-) UWQl)) n C[YZ,~lll 
+(lw~l)~aY2,~1ll- 1) 
3 w4 - 1 + 44) + 4- ) - Iwh > n m- )I n wb2, W] u b1 )>I 
+(I~(~l)nCCY2,~lll- 1) 
a 2a2(G) - 2 - lWl) nw-1 n (cb2,~l u {vd)l + IN4 n C[Y~AII. 
Hence, we have y1 E N(ui) n N(x-) and the inequality above becomes equality. 
Thus, ~crY~,a,l(~i) + Q&;,,,~(x-) = IW+, allI. It follows that yrui E E(G) by (a). 
This is impossible since yix- E E(G). 
Case 2: N(x-) n C[y,‘, y;] # 0. Let u1 be the first vertex in C[yz, y;] n N(K), 
and u2 the last vertex in C[yz,u;] n N(q) (if C[y:,u;] n N(ul) # 0) or y2 (if 
C[Y,‘, ~11 n WI) = 0). 
(i> IC[u,‘, v;]l ah. (The proof is similar to that of (i) in Case 1.) 
(ii) By (b) and the non-insertibility of al, there are at least ((N(u~)fC[vl, y;]l+l)+ 
((N(~~)nC[y~,~~]l- 1) vertices in V(C)- C[vl,u;] which are not in N(al)UN(x-). 
Similarly, we have 
2a2(G) - 3 >n 
2 2h + d(~) + d(x-) - VW) n N(x-) n ({y2) u C[W MI)\ 
+ Iw4 1 n ch YJ + pm) n cb2, u211 
2 2g2(G) - 2 - INCal> n W-1 n ((~2) u C[vl,~ll)l 
+ IWl 1 n cbl, ~;ll + INh > n C[YZ, 7~~11. 
It follows that yl, y2(= ~2) E N(al) n N(.x-) and the inequality above becomes 
equality. A similar proof as Case 1 gives a contradiction. The proof of Claim 7 is 
complete. 0 
Claim 8. &(C[yF2, yT2], C[yz2, yr2]) = 0. 
Proof. Otherwise, assume that there exist zi E C[yT2, yT2] and z2 E C[y,“, yF2] such 
that ziz2 E E(G). 
By the symmetry, without loss of generality, one of the following three cases occurs. 
Case 1: N(yF) n C[zT, yJ # 0 and N(yz) n C[z,+,yJ # 0. By Claim 7, 
N(Y~)~N(Y,+)C{Y~,Y,,Y~,Y,}. (4) 
Combining (4) and (1 ), we have 
IN(y$JWy,+)l~d(y~)+~(y;)-22~2(G)--. (5) 
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Let x1 be the first vertex in N(yT) n C[zT, y;] and x2 be the first one in N(yT) n 
C[zz, yl]. Then from the cycle 
Yl~Y2~[l’2’.~:lxIY~C[y~2 ,z,lz~z2c~z~,y2+21Y~~zc~~z+~Y11 
and by the maximality of C, we have 
Ic[z:,x;]J + ~C[z,‘,x,‘li 3h. (6) 
Then noting that (C[zT,x;] U C[ z~+,x;]) fl (N(yT j UN(yl)) = 0, from (5), (6) and 
the fact h >, d(w) - 1, we have 
n > ~v(~)l+~C[z~,~,ll+IC[z,+, XJ + lN(_Y:)” NYz+)l + lHY:Lv:]l 
3 2h + d(y;) + d(y2+) - 2 + 2 3202(G) - 2, 
a contradiction. 
Case 2: N(y;) n C[y2f,z;] = 0 and N(yz) n C[zz,y;] = 0. Combining with 
(3), we have that N(y;) n N(.$)L{yt,Y~,z2}. If N(Y;) n N(.&) = {YI,Y~,z~], 
then by (1) y;yF,y;yz $ E(G). Thus, yt,y2 E Q and hence y1y2 $ E(G). Since 
y;z~,yzz~ $! E(G) (by (3)) and y;y; $ E(G),G[{zz,Y~,Y:,zI}I is a claw with ~2 E 
SL. Thus yIz2,y2z2 6 E(G). But now G[{Y~,Y~,_vI,z~}] is a claw with y; E Q. This 
contradicts the fact that yty2 E E(G). Therefore, we have lN(y,)nN(yz)1<2. 
It is also clear by the maximality of C and (3) that IC[y:, yF]-(N(yT )UN(y,‘))/>h. 
It follows that 
n 3 I~(~)l+JC~y:~y,l-(~(y,)U~(y,+~)l+l~(y,)U~(~~,+)l+ l{Y,,y?I/ 
> h + h + d(y,) + d(y;) - 2 + 2>2a,(G) - 2, 
a contradiction. 
Case 3: N(y~jnc[~~,~;l# 0; N(y;)nC[y~,zJ = 0; N(y;)nC[y:,zJ # 0; 
and N(yt) n C[z:, yJ = 0. If y;,yT E Sz, then yl $! Q, and hence y:y; E E(G), 
which contradicts the independence of Q. So at least one of yr and VT, say y:, is not 
in Q. Let x1,x2 be the first and the last vertices in N(yT) n C[z:, yz], respectively, 
and x the last vertex in N(yt) n C[Y:~,Z;]. Then 
(NY: ) ” N(Y: 1) n (Cb+ ,zJ u C[z~,x,l ” C[$ YJ ” C[z:> YTI) 
c({Yr}nN(Y:))“({y,}nN(YTt)). (7) 
Since y: 4 Q G[{Y~,YI,~~~ ,x2)] is not a claw with center y:. So at least one ot 
_v,Y:~, ~~x~,y:~x~ must be in E(G). 
Subcclse 1: y1 y:’ E E(G). Put 
Cl = Y1HY2(YT )Y2+C[Y;2 ,z~1z2z,Cc~~,~~l~2Y~~~~~-~Y~31Y;r2Y,~ 
where y; is omitted if y:yf 4 E(G) or x2 = y;. By the maximality of C, we have 
that 
(C[X+,Z;] u C[X:,Y;~] U C[z:,y;](>,h if y;y: E E(G) (8) 
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or 
IC[x+,z;] u C[x,+,yJ u G[z~,yJl >A if Y;Y,’ @ E(G) (8’) 
Notice that if y; y: E E(G), then yr yz @ E(G). By (7), (4) and (l), we deduce that 
n 2 I~(H)I+IN(Y~)UN(Y,+)UC[ ~+,~~l~C~~,f~Y~l~~r~,+~Y~ll+l~Y~~Y2+~l 
(or 3 ~V(H)I+I~(y~)~~~y,+~~~~~+,~~1~~~~2+,Y~1~~~~2+~Y~*11 
+KYLY:N 
3 2h + d(y:) + d(y;) - 2 + 2a2a2(G) - 2, 
a contradiction. 
Subcase 2: ~1x2 E E(G). Put 
c2 = YIffY2(Y, )YX[Y,” ,~~1~2~~C~~~,Y~l~,~~~~,~~l~2Yl, 
where y; is omitted if y; yz $! E(G) or x2 = y;. Similar to Subcase 1, we have that 
~C[Z:,X;] u C[X,‘, y121 U C[z,‘, yJl ah if ~2~2’ E E(G), (9) 
or 
IC[z:,xJ u C[x,‘, yJ u G[z~,YJ >A if Y;Y,’ 6 E(G), (9’) 
and also (by using (9) or (9’) instead of (8) or (8’) in Subcase 1) that 
n 3 I~(H)l+IN(Y~)UN(Y:)UC[ ~If,~~l~~~~2+~Y2l~~~~~~Ylll+l~Ylt~Y2+~l 
~2h+d(yIt)+d(y,+)-2+2~2o*(G>-2, 
a contradiction. 
Subcase 3: yF*x2 E E(G). Put 
c3 = y1Hy2(Y,)y,+C~Y,f2,~,l~~~~~~~~~Y:3lYlt2~2~~~~~~:l~~Y~(Y~)Yl~ 
where y;(y;, respectively) is omitted if y,yl @ E(G) or x2 = Y~(Y~_Y~ $! E(G), 
respectively). Similar to Subcase 1, we have that 
IC[zLq ] u C[xz, y;‘] u C[z,‘, yJl3h if Y;Y,’ E E(G), (10) 
or 
IC’[z~,ql u C[x2+,yJ u C[z,f,yJ 3h if Y;Y~ P E(G), (10’) 
and also (by using (10) or (10’) instead of (8) or (8’) in Subcase 1) that 
n > I~(H)lflN(Y~)UN(Y,f)UC[ ~I’~~~luC[~2+~YzlUC[z2+~Y1ll+ I{Y;i,Y:Il 
~2h+d(y~)+d(y,+)-2+232oz(G>-2, 
a contradiction. The proof of Claim 8 is complete. 17 
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Claim 9. Zj’yTy, EE(G) then N(y;)CV(H)U{y+,y,~,y~-,} (i= 1,2). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that y:yr E E(G) and there exists a 
vertex ZE C[yt, yr2] such that zyl EE( G). Let u be the first vertex of N(z+)nC[y’,z]. 
Considering the cycle 
_v2Hyvc[c u+luz+C[Z+2, y;21.v;y:c[y:2, yJy2, 
we get IC[y~,tl-]l>h by the maximality of C. Obviously, N(y,)c{y:,y~} U 
C[~:,_v,~l, ~(~‘)~{Y~}UC[~,~IUC(~+,YII. Thus, ~Y,)~IC[YI,Y~II - 1, Q+)G 
]C[tr,y;](+l, and hence we get 202(G)--33n32h+d(y;)+d(z+)3202(G)-2, 
a contradiction. 
Claims 4, 6-9 show that G E F. The proof of Theorem 9 is complete. 
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